Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ERAMPING Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radars operate by mixing a transmitted chirp signal with received returns, and filtering the resulting beat signal [1] . For a single point-target, the time delay between the probing signal transmission and the scattered signal reception will result in a single-tone signal, known as a beat-frequency, whose frequency is proportional to that target's range. Range is therefore defined by frequency. The scaling between beatfrequencies and range is defined by the transmitted bandwidth, and the signal observation time. A frequency estimation technique like the Fourier Transform (FT) is typically used to separate targets in range, by separating beat-frequency tones in the frequency domain. The radar's range resolution is determined by the transmitted bandwidth and the FT frequency spectrum resolution. Legacy computer architectures used in FMCW radars are highly compatible with the FT for its reduced computational requirements and predictable latency. The range resolution granularity defines the width of targets' range bins. In signal processing, the FT frequency resolution is defined by the signal observation time [2] . Target velocities are calculated from Doppler processing -also typically using the FT -across targets' range bins from multiple sweeps [3] . The radar Pulse/sweep Repetition Frequency (PRF) is therefore the Doppler sampling frequency. The time spent to gather multiple sweeps for range and Doppler processing is typically known as a Coherent Processing Interval (CPI). Sweeps in a CPI are typically arranged in a fast-time slow-time matrix, where fast-time is the time within a sweep, and slow-time is the time across multiple sweeps. The total processing gain in a CPI is contributed to the matrix's 2-D FT processing gain. It is typical for radars to transmit at different PRF values, across multiple CPIs to unambiguously determine targets' ranges and velocities, in what is known as staggered-PRF techniques [4] . In FMCW, the observation time is limited by what is known as the 'transient' or 'fly-back' region between frequency sweeps [5] . The received signal is typically only sampled after the transient region, which causes discontinuities in received beat-frequencies (demarking the end of a received sweep), and puts a limit on the possibility of having a continuous observation time.
The problem this paper offers a solution for is the existence of the transient regions in received beat-frequency sweeps in a CPI, in the sense that:
1) The existence of the transient regions does not allow for longer targets observations. If a method were to be developed to extend the observation time by coherently concatenating/processing beat-frequencies from more than one sweep at a time, that would result in a finer radar range resolution. 2) Such a concatenation method, would give a tool to decouple the Doppler processing PRF from the transmitted signal PRF. This is in the sense that it becomes possible to -in parallel and from one CPI -create different lengths fast-time slow-time matrices, without compromising on the total processing gain in any of the created matrices. This would therefore allow the implementation of staggered-PRF velocity disambiguation techniques in a single CPI.
The solution proposed in this paper is to concatenate beatfrequency slices in the Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) domain, by applying a phase correction to each frequency slice as appropriate, followed by an Inverse STFT (ISTFT). A second optional realization of this solution is to first extrapolate beat-frequency slices, to compensate for the observation time lost in the transient region, then concatenate the slices as aforementioned.
Previous work on the topic is scarce, in the sense that a method doesn't exist where such a method:
• is applicable to deramping processing (as opposed to matched filtering), • only relies on the FT (as opposed to more computationally intensive or iterative frequency estimation algorithms), • does not improve the range resolution by stitches sweeps from multiple discontinuous bands, and therefore technically requiring more overall system bandwidth, • does not require target detection as a prerequisite,
• is applicable to extended-targets. Techniques that work by coherently processing data post range-Doppler may not be suitable for wide-band systems where range migration causes targets' energy to be spread across multiple range-Doppler bins. An interesting method for doubling the range resolution without increasing the bandwidth can be found in [6] . Their method is restricted to the radar's intermediate frequency being an integer multiple of the transmitted bandwidth, and to being operable only with a real Double-Side-Band (DSB) deramping receiver. Bandwidth extrapolation techniques like in [7] - [9] use prediction techniques to synthetically extrapolate the data to improve the resolution. There usually is a practical limit to how much will extrapolated data really represent target returns as associated with their Radar-Cross-Section (RCS). The work in [10] uses waveform diversity to decouple the Doppler cycle from the PRF, but does not address range resolution improvement. We proposed the extrapolation and linking of parts of beat frequencies -within the same sweep -in the STFT domain for the purpose of interference mitigation in [11] .
The difference from previous techniques and the novelty in this work is highlighted in:
1) The first ever method for deramping FMCW radar sweeps coherent concatenation in the STFT domain. 2) The method allows for range resolution improvement without transmitting additional bandwidth.
3) The method offers the ability to observe different range resolution granularities in parallel from one CPI. 4) The method offers the ability to-in parallel-generate different size fast-time slow-time matrices, and decouples the transmitted PRF from the Doppler processing PRF, without compromising on the total CPI processing gain. This offers the ability to observer different unambiguous Doppler velocity intervals-to perform staggered PRF velocity-disambiguation techniques for example-in one CPI. 5) The method does not require target(s) detection as a prerequisite.
II. THEORY A. Deramping FMCW Radar Range Resolution
A deramping FMCW radar -as in Fig. 1 
where τ max the maximum transient time [5] , which is selected based the desired system maximum range of interest. The antialiasing Low Pass Filter (LPF) defines τ max . The observation time T o is less than T s because it is limited by the transient time region from the previous sweep. ADC sampling of the received signal typically begins after τ max . The received beat signal from a point target can be expressed as
for −T o /2 < t < T o /2, where A 0 is the received amplitude, f b the target beat-frequency, ϕ 0 an arbitrary initial phase.
As depicted in Fig. 1(b) , the target range is defined as
where c is the speed of light and B e the effective bandwidth. The effective bandwidth is related to the transmitted on by which also expresses the degradation in the transmitted bandwidth due to the reduced observation time. From (2), the target beat-frequency is therefore
Spectral estimation techniques such as the FT are typically used to estimate the target frequency, and therefore its range. It is well known from FT signal processing that for a signal as in (1), the FT will result in an impulse function -assuming that f b is on a frequency grid point -and a sinc function, and that the frequency spectrum resolution is defined by the 3 dB width of that sinc function centered at f b [4] . The 3 dB width of the sinc function in the frequency domain is inversely proportional to the signal integration time T e [2] as
This concept is depicted in Fig. 2 . In FMCW radar, range resolution is proportional to the frequency spectrum resolution, and is defined by the 3 dB width of the sinc function centered at f b . From (2), (4) and (5), for two targets r 1 and r 2 to be separable in the frequency domain, they need to meet the requirement
which can be simplified to
It should be noted that in typical FMCW processing,
which is the classical form of FMCW range resolution. But as seen in (7), if there were a way to increase the integration time, it would be possible to improve the range resolution.
B. Range Resolution Improvement
The method proposed in Section III increases the integration time in (5) and (7) by coherently concatenating d sweeps, and therefore improving the range resolution. The improved range resolution is expressed as follows
where d is the concatenation factor as well as the range resolution improvement factor. It should be noted that the more coherently concatenated sweeps, the finer R d becomes, and therefore the larger the observed range migration is for moving targets. Range migration is sometimes a desirable phenomenon, where it is exploited for better performance of some detection algorithms [12] . If range migration is not desirable for certain applications, it can be corrected using algorithms like in [13] and [14] . The value of d should therefore become a radar system parameter. We will show in Section II-C and Section III that different size slow-time fasttime matrices can be created in parallel from a single CPI, by processing for different values of d.
C. Reconfigurable Range-Doppler Processing
In classical FMCW radar processing, a CPI of a certain duration is selected as a system parameter. Received sweeps in the CPI are typically stored in a 2-D matrix (commonly named the fast-time slow-time matrix), after which, a 2-D FT is performed on that matrix to produce range-Doppler maps. The total processing gain in the CPI is the pulse compression gain -also known as the time-bandwidth product (BT) -multiplied by the number of sweeps in the CPI. Operationally, to maintain this processing gain, the total number of samples stored in a CPI is typically kept the same when changing the PRF, and a tradeoff is made between the unambiguous range and the unambiguous Doppler velocity interval. This is in the sense that more sweeps of shorter durations are received in High PRF (HPRF) mode, and less sweeps of longer duration in low PRF mode. If the radar operates in a HPRF mode, different unambiguous Doppler velocity intervals can be created by simply discarding every other sweep(s) in the fast-time slow-time matrix, but that would result in a total processing gain loss. The unambiguous velocity interval is related to the PRF as 
This reconfigurable processing concept is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where as the number of concatenated sweeps increase, the unambiguous Doppler velocity intervals is reduced, but all samples are still used and therefore the processing gain is maintained. A calculated example is furthermore given in Table I . It can be seen that when d = 2 for instance, the processing PRF becomes 1 kHz, which is half the transmitted PRF of 2 kHz, but the range resolution is improved by a factor of two from 4.68 m to 2.34 m. All while maintaining the same total processing gain of 819200 in both cases because of not discarding any samples.
D. Reconfigurable Range-Doppler Processing Limitations
The limitations for improving the range resolution by coherently concatenating multiple sweeps are system non-linearities -in the transmitter and receiver -and concatenation errors. Because of non-linearities, even a point-target will have a certain 3 dB spectral width, dictated by the radar's non-linearities [15] . Any concatenation errors may also result in grating-lobes or spectral width widening.
III. METHOD: SWEEPS CONCATENATION WITH TRANSIENT REGION EXTRAPOLATION
In the time-frequency domain, beat-frequency slices are first extrapolated to cover the transient region between sweeps, and then coherently concatenated using a phase-shift operation, as depicted in Fig. 4 . The steps are: 
where r = 1, . . . , R. After extrapolating for all y frequency-slices, an extrapolated sweep can then be written as
whereL = L + R. Note that If the radar is to operate with long delays between sweeps (similarly to pulseDoppler radar), steps 3 and 4 can be skipped because of the extrapolation quality degradation. 5) Form concatenated sweeps in matrix-form in the STFT domain as:
the E matrices are of the form as in (14), '•' denotes the Hadamard product. The phase matching term C has L identical columns, and is defined as
where
Here f y is the frequency value at frequency-slice index y, and the hop time t h = h/ f s . The phase matching is illustrated in Fig. 5 . 6) Select a concatenation factor d which indicates the desired number of sweeps to be concatenated in the CPI, where d ∈ Q, and Q denotes the set of all rational numbers. The concatenated sweep number is N , where N = N/d, and N ∈ N. 7) Form concatenated sweeps in matrix-form in the STFT domain as
where m is the sweep number after concatenation, m = 1, . . . , N . 8) Perform an Inverse STFT (ISTFT) to form the new concatenated beat-frequency sweeps as
The concatenated sweepx m will be of length d · (k + ( f s τ r )). 9) Perform again from step 6 onwards in parallel for different values of d to create multiple fast-time slowtime matrices from the same CPI. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR PROPOSED METHOD
To evaluate the reconfigurable range-Doppler and range resolution improvement method, a simulation and processing scenario for five point-targets is setup using the parameters in Table II and illustrated in Fig. 6 . On the one hand, the simulation compares 2-D FT results for the standard case with a PRF of 1 kHz (Fig. 6(a) ), the creation of a second Doppler velocity ambiguity interval by manually discarding every other sweep from the CPI resulting in a Doppler sampling PRF of 500 Hz (Fig. 6(b) ), and the creation of a third interval by manually using one sweep from every four sweeps from the CPI resulting in a Doppler sampling PRF of 250 Hz (Fig. 6(c) ). On the other hand this is compared with the proposed processing with d = 2 ( Fig. 6(d) ) and d = 4 ( Fig. 6(e) ) to create the same velocity ambiguity intervals, but with improving the range resolution. Hamming windowing is used for both the range and Doppler processing. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 7 . Target G1 wraps around the unambiguous velocity intervals as expected, as it can be seen at a velocity of around -9 m/s in Fig. 7(b) and (d) , and at around 3 m/s in Fig. 7(c) and (e). Targets G2 and G3 have a velocity which is always within the ambiguity intervals, and therefore do not fold. Since targets G2 and G3 are spaced 1.5 meters apart, they are only distinguishable when processing with d = 4, because the improved range resolution is then 0.73 m, as seen in Fig. 7(e) . This resolvability is also the case for targets G4 and G5 which are at zero velocity.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
A. Experimental Setup
The reconfigurable processing and range resolution improvement method is demonstrated experimentally using the Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) PARSAX FMCW radar [17] shown in Fig. 8(a) . The radar is mounted on the roof of the electrical engineering, mathematics and computer science (EEMCS) building at the TU Delft. It operates in S-band (3.1315 GHz) and uses an Intermediate Frequency (IF) of 125 MHz. A simplified PARSAX block diagram is depicted in Fig. 9 along with the experimental setup. On every receiver channel, transmitted and received signals are sampled at IF using a pair of Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) on an Innovative Integrations X5-400M Xilinx Virtex5SX95T FPGA card. The ADCs are 14-bit devices with sampling rates up to 400 Mega Samples per Second (MSPS). Deramping SingleSideband (SSB) signal processing is performed digitally on the FPGAs. Beat-frequencies are transferred to a computer via the PCI-express bus for further processing. Experiments were conducted using the experiments-applicable configuration options shown in Table II . The transmitted waveform from the AWG channel-1 was created by combining two frequency slopes of bandwidths 40 MHz and 20 MHz respectively. Receivers R-1 and R-2 separate the received beat-frequencies from the Simulation Results for the scenario setup using the parameters in Table II The aim here is to demonstrate that the range resolution from processing the 20 MHz waveform can be improved to match that of the 40 MHz one, using the proposed method with a concatenation factor d = 2.
B. Experiment 1: A Stable Target
In this experiment we observe an industrial factory chimney as depicted in Fig. 8(a) and (b) . The chimney is chosen as a stable target. The chimney is made up of multiple sub-chimneys.
C. Experiment 2: A Moving Target
In this experiment, we observe an automobile on a quiet road as depicted in Fig. 8(a) and (c) . The automobile driving at a velocity of around 19 m/s (70 kmh) will be unambiguous for the transmitted PRF of 2 kHz, and for when processing with a concatenation factor d = 2, which will reduce the processing PRF to 1 kHz.
D. Results and Discussion
For the first experiment, the results are shown in Fig. 10 . When processing the 20 MHz waveform with a concatenation factor d = 2, the results closely match that of the 40 MHz waveform. The sub-chimneys are resolvable, as can be seen in the disbalanced shape of the sinc-function in Fig. 10 . This resolvability is confirmed by the measurement using Fig. 8 (a) and  (b) . The proposed processing of the 20 MHz channel -with a concatenation factor d = 2 -closely matches that of the 40 MHz channel. The sub-chimneys are resolvable, as can be seen in the disbalanced shape of the sinc-function. the 40 MHz bandwidth waveform, in comparison with the proposed method being used on the 20 MHz waveform. For the second experiment, the results are shown in Fig. 11 . The automobile appears to be of around 7 m in length in the 40 MHz channel, which is expected due to the range resolution being 3.74 m (as seen in Table II) , FT leakage, and typical automobile lengths of around 4 m. In the 20 MHz channel, the automobile appears to be of around 14 m in length, which is also expected due to the range resolution being 7.49 m. When processing with manually discarding every other sweep of the the 20 MHz channel, similarly to what was done in the simulations section, the automobile appears to have the same velocity but with a slight SNR loss and a slight velocity displacement due to the FT leakage. When processing the 20 MHz waveform with a concatenation factor d = 2, the automobile's resolution closely match that of the 40 MHz waveform, in range, velocity and SNR.
VI. CONCLUSION
A reconfigurable range-Doppler processing and range resolution improvement method for FMCW radar was presented. The problem which this paper offered a solution for was the existence of the transient regions in FMCW deramp processing. This region does not allow for longer targets observations, and this limits the maximum range resolution that can be achieved. The solution proposed in this paper was to coherently concatenate beat-frequency slices in the STFT domain, by applying a phase correction to each frequency slice as appropriate, followed by an Inverse STFT (ISTFT). The method extends the observation time by using returns from more than one sweep at a time, which resulted in a finer range resolution without the need to transmit additional bandwidth. The method also made it possible to decouple the Doppler processing PRF from the transmitted signal PRF. This is in the sense that it became possible to -in parallel and from one CPI -create different lengths fast-time slow-time matrices, which allows the observation of different range resolution granularities, without compromising on the total processing gain in any of the created matrices. This therefore also allows for the observation of different unambiguous Doppler velocity intervals (to implement staggered-PRF velocity disambiguation techniques for example) in a single CPI.
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